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What is a Phishing Attack?

30% of 
phishing scam 

emails are 
opened

In a typical phishing attack, scammers send fake emails asking 
for sensitive information or containing links to bad websites. 

They might try to 
trick you into 
sending money or 
steal your details 
to sell on

Remember, 
Phishing doesn’t 

attack computers, 
it attacks the 

people using the 
computers
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Presentation Notes
Q) Does anyone know what Phishing is? Phishing occurs when an attacker, masquerading as a trusted entity, dupes a victim into opening an email, instant message, or text message. The recipient is then tricked into clicking a malicious link, which can lead to the installation of malware, the freezing of the system as part of a ransomware attack or the revealing of sensitive information.Whatever your business, however big or small it is, you will receive phishing attacks at some point and they are getting harder to spot. Some will still get past even the most observant users, with reports showing that 30% of all phishing scam emails are opened. An organization succumbing to such an attack typically sustains severe financial losses in addition to declining market share, reputation, and consumer trust. Depending on scope, a phishing attempt might escalate into a security incident from which a business will have a difficult time recovering. So it’s important for everyone within an organisation to be aware and understand how best to spot these scams.



Types of Phishing Attacks

Spear Phishing: A highly targeted 
form of phishing that hones in on a 
specific group of individuals or 
organisations.

Whaling: A form of phishing targeted 
at executive level individuals.

Cloning: Whereby a legitimate email 
is duplicated but, the content is 
replaced with malicious links or 
attachments. 
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Spear phishing: This is how it works: An email arrives, apparently from a trustworthy source, but instead it leads the unknowing recipient to a bogus website full of malware. These emails often use clever tactics to get victims' attention. For example, the FBI has warned of spear phishing scams where the emails appeared to be from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children.Whaling: Whaling is a specific form of phishing that's targeted at high-profile business executives, managers, and the like. It's different from ordinary phishing in that with whaling, the emails or web pages serving the scam take on a more official or serious look and are usually targeting someone in particular. For perspective, regular non-whaling phishing is usually an attempt to get someone's login information to a social media site or bank. In those cases, the phishing email/site looks pretty normal, whereas, in whaling, the page is designed to specifically address the manager/executive on whom the attack is placed.Cloning: A type of phishing attack whereby a legitimate, and previously delivered, email containing an attachment or link has had its content and recipient address(es) taken and used to create an almost identical or cloned email. The attachment or Link within the email is replaced with a malicious version and then sent from an email address spoofed to appear to come from the original sender. It may claim to be a re-send of the original or an updated version to the original. This technique could be used to pivot (indirectly) from a previously infected machine and gain a foothold on another machine, by exploiting the social trust associated with the inferred connection due to both parties receiving the original email.



Phishing 
Examples
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- The following slides include some examples of phishing style emails. Familiarising yourself with the styles & techniques can help to spot one in your mail box.
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First up, this example illustrates a common phishing scam attempt. A fake email is mass distributed to as many staff members as possible, claiming their user password is about to expire. By following the instructions & clicking on the unknown malicious link, the user is redirected to myuniversity.edurenewal.com, a bogus page appearing exactly like the real renewal page, where both new and existing passwords are requested. The attacker, monitoring the page, hijacks the original password to gain access to secured areas on the university network.
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- Unexpected refunds & payments is also a common way for attackers to target organisations, as these are likely to catch someone’s attention and trigger a call to action. This example includes an official looking logo, and the “from” email address looks legitimate, but remember these are very simple tactics for scammers to use, so it is always worthwhile verifying identities, especially if an invoice and/or refund is unexpected 
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This is an excellent example of a Spear-Phishing email. These may not have the stolen logos and email templates of phishing emails, but remember what they do have can be even more dangerous: inside information. Spear-phishers study their victims in advance, learning names, organisational structure, and even workplace culture to try to keep the victim from raising red flags. An effective way to not fall foul of this type of tactic is to quickly call the sender to confirm that they sent the request. Replying to the email is not a guaranteed way to verify identity as attackers will more than likely be intercepting the communications before it even reaches the intended recipient. 



How to Spot a Phishing Email
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Q) Who here has been sent something similar to this PayPal email? This is an actual email that formed part of a phishing attack. A lot of people use PayPal as a safe method to purchase goods online, so it is likely to catch people’s attention within their mail box. However, if you look closely there are some telltale signs of phishing fakery. The first thing to be aware of is the “To” field. In this example the “To” field is blank – an obvious sign it didn’t actually come from PayPal. Another thing to consider, is that many people have several email addresses, so consider if the message has come to an address that is linked to your PayPal account.Bad grammar and spelling are telltale signs of phishing. The contact name is missing, the salutation merely reads, “Hello, [blank].” PayPal would communicate with their customer by name.Another strong clue this is a fake is you might think, “wait I didn't just sign up for PayPal.” Which might in itself make you think "Oh, no, somebody created a PayPal account in my name!" Again, this is a scare tactic (and a weak one at that) designed to get you to click the inviting blue button. Were you to do so, you'd probably be directed to a site that looks fairly PayPal-like, with a form requesting all kinds of personal info -- including a credit card number. Alternately, you could land at a site that stealth-installs a bunch of spyware and/or viruses.This was some sloppy phishing. But there are much craftier ones out there, like "your account has been compromised!" or “Parcelforce has a delivery waiting for you" emails that look indistinguishable from the real thing.Fortunately, it's fairly easy to protect yourself against the effects of scams like these.



Effects of Phishing on Businesses
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Intellectual property loss: this is potentially the most devastating loss of all. Trade secrets, costly research and customer lists can all be compromised by phishing. For firms like technology, defence, or pharmaceutical a single design or drug patent could easily represent millions in sunk research costs. Loss of reputation: at a fundamental level, brands are built on trust. Similarly the public disclosure of embarrassing internal processes & communications can create reputational damage that tarnishes the brand. The publicity around a serious breach impacts the perception of the overall brand as untrustworthy for employees, partners & customers. Direct costs: your organisation could also face direct monetary costs from phishing. The costs of providing compensation to employees or customers who have their data stolen can easily run into the millions, especially when this is coupled with regulatory fines for example from the ICO for GDPR infringement. 



Protecting yourself from Phishing

Ask yourself whether someone impersonating an important 
individual via email should be challenged or have their 
identity verified before action is taken.

Ensure staff don’t browse the web or check emails from an 
account with Administrator privileges. This will reduce the 
impact if an attack is successful.

Check for obvious signs of phishing like poor spelling & 
grammar. Does the senders email address look legitimate, or 
is it trying to mimic someone you know?
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Take 2 minutes to consider ways that someone might target your organisation – this might include someone posing as senior management requesting a bank transfer, or an attachment / link within an email that contains malicious software. It really depends on the culture of your particular organisation. Now make sure your staff all understand normal ways of working – Is it standard practice for the CEO to request an urgent bank transfer via email? Have you received an invoice for a service that you haven’t used? Ensure that staff know what to do with unusual requests and where to get help Remember, the best way to protect your business from Phishing is awareness. (Go through points as above)- So, in summary, be wary of free money and urgent requests. Cross-check unexpected emails from people in authority over the phone or in person before sharing or downloading information. Many phishing emails only need one click to give the hacker access to your otherwise secure systems.



Let everyone know that your business is 
promoting cyber security awareness by 

tweeting @AtlasComms using 
#PoweredByAtlas

Atlas Communications 
European Cyber Security Month Workshops
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Congratulations you are now up to date on phishing awareness training! If you have any questions that you cannot answer, email sales@atlas-comms.com and the Atlas team will be happy to help. Don’t forget to tweet your support of ECSM @AtlasComms #PoweredByAtlas and take a look at workshop 2 ‘Protecting your organisation from Malware’
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